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What is computable general
equilibrium modeling (CGE)?
� A description of a wide range of interactions in the global

economy using mathematical equations
� Always defines a set exogenous variables that the policy

maker can alter (taxes, production efficiency)
� Solves for the endogenous variables: production,

consumption, prices, trade, use of inputs and factors
� Different closures may be specified (different levels of

factor mobility, full employment etc.)

� At present, models often comprise hundreds of regions
and tens of industrial sectors
� Models of 200,000+ equations are commonly solved



The necessary components of
credible CGE modeling
� Solid economic theory

� The model through its equations reflects the known
economic theory: if the theory is unfounded the model is
likely to be wrong too

� Solid parameter estimates
� The sizes of interactions in the model depend on the quality

of the estimates of the parameters

� Solid underlying data
� Models require the original state of the world in order to

make correct predictions.
� Incorrect initial state results in a wrong prediction



Global Trade Analysis
Project
� A commonly used CGE model

� Developed and maintained at the Center for Global Trade
Analysis, Purdue University

� Currently contains 113 regions and 57 industrial sectors
� Solid underlying data/parameter estimates
� Several extensions available

� GTAP-Agr: elaborate agricultural production
� GTAP-E: elaborate energy use and emissions

� Produced as a joint effort of several leading global and national
institutions including:
� World Bank, FAO, WTO, US government, EU Commission, and

many others



Extensions of CGE Models
� CGE models can be connected to other models for various

post-solution assessments:
� Environmental

� use of energy sources may be translated into CO2 emissions

� Social
� household-level models may be linked to the price and income changes

for poverty impact estimation

� CGE models may also incorporate various relationships
directly
� GTAP-E incorporates energy use and emissions in the model
� GTAP-AGR incorporates more detailed agricultural production



How can the GTAP be used?
� A recent study of the impacts of the improved agricultural

productivity with Will Martin

� Exogenous change: increase in agricultural output by 1 percent
through increased agricultural productivity

Policy change needed, % 4.3

Agric output (given), % 1.0

Developing countries,% 1.8

Food consumption,% 0.6

Developing countries, % 0.7

Welfare change ($bn) 65.5

Developing countries 32.0



Poverty Impacts (in pct
points)

• The CGE model results can then be linked to a set of household-level models



How are energy and water use
modeled in GTAP?
� Poorly at present

� Water and energy are treated as any other input in the production
� There are no constraints on the availability of water
� All energy sources are treated as equal

� Partial solutions have been developed through the
modifications of the existing standard model

� Better solutions could involve
� Better understanding of the use of water/energy in the production

process and its possible substitutes among other inputs
� Better understanding and implementation of the constraints on

water/energy availability



Possible steps forward
� Intensification of the previous efforts

� Agriculture (GTAP-AGR): to expand globally
� Energy (GTAP-E): methods for easy application in future

� Facilitation of the frameworks for interdisciplinary
cooperation
� A number of other models exist but are not linked because

CGE models are often difficult to understand by others

� Easier software solutions
� Running a GGE model requires intensive study (at least a

seven-day course at the GTAP center)



Conclusion
� CGE models provide us with an invaluable tool for the

analysis of various policy options
� Models created at the time of ongoing trade reform were

designed with that purpose in mind
� Perfect for the evaluation of the impacts of tariffs/subsidies

removal on prices and production

� More recent environmental questions require
specialization of the models in this direction too
� Inclusion of water and energy input use

� With some effort current models could be greatly
improved to fulfill the future needs


